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- NOTES BY THE WAY.

Experiments in pig-feeding.-Our good friend,
Mr J. H. Grisdale, of the Ottawa Experiment-farm,
has been making several very interesting experi-
mente on the feeding of hoge, not only to diEcover
the most rapidly fattenirg combinations of foods,
but also to find out which combination produces
the best quality of meat.

Three lots, of six pige each, were selected for
the purpose; not all of the same breed ; there
being among them, crosses as well as pure.bred
hogs.

The food combinations were: 1. Mangels, and
a mixture of grain, consisting of ½- corn, and *
equal parts of oats, pease, and barley; 2. Clover
and the same quantities and kinds of grain as
above; while the third lot received the grain
alone. In all cases, the grain was ground and
given dry, water being supplied in a separate
trough.

As might have been expected, the mangel fed
hogs did not turn out very well as regards quality,
they being classified by the packer to whom they
were sold as "poor," "medium," "fair," and
one, "good" ; the four of those fed on grain
alone, went under the heading of, respectively,
one "good," two, "tery good," and one,
"excellent" ; while the only two of the clover
and grain lot that were tested, were classified as
" very good.
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Why the whole lot of hogs were not tested is
not stated. Selected specimens give but a partial
idea of results.

English markets.-Mutton, as we mentioned in
our last issue, seems to be creeping up in value,
and beef is worth nearly a half-penny a pound
more than last year. As ie invariably the case,
Emall neat downs are selling much higher than
anything else, though small Scotch sheep come
very near them. Think for a moment: long wool
ewes are quoted at 3s. 4d. a stone of 8 Ibs., and
best 60 lbs. to 64 ibs. down wethers are easily
worth 6s. 4d. Would it not pay our people to
breed and export some of the latter rather than
send over stock that can only find a market in
the slums of the larger towns?

Cheese.-While Canadian Cheddare are fetching
59B. to 62s, a cwt. of 112 ibs., the finest English
and Scotch Cheddars are selling for 80s., both, of
course, of Jast year's make. New Canadiens ;
fodder-cheese, we suppose ; are only worth 55s. to
57s. Trade very dull.

Butter.-Nothing new in the butter-trade, busi-
ness being strictly confined to immediate wants.
In many parts of the eastern district, good dairy-
butter je being "given away " at 12 cts a pound.
Finest Danish je worth up to 105s., and New-
Zaland, where dairying je improving vastly,
fetches 969. ; but the season in Australasia le
pretty well over, so Canada has a chance to slip
in to the trade.

Bacon and ham.-Fortunately for our people,
the trade in these articles in England ie very
lively, prices in the open market being much
higher for all the best qualities. Irish bacon is
up 2s. a cwt., al kinds going as dear as 66s.
Best Irish hami are worth from 78s. to 86. No
kind of stock fluctuates as much as pige. They
are quickly produced, and a run of high prices is
soon followed by over production. In England,
cheese and bacon are of the greatest importance to
the labourer as articles of food, and the present
certainty of higher rates of weges obtaining, not
only in the manufacturing districts but still more
in the case of the farm-labourer, almost ensures a
continuance cf -the present high range of prices
for the working-man being permanent.

Lucerne and rape.-One would really think,
from the articles in the U. S. agricultural papers,
that thee two .crops are of recent introduction.
It is not so ; we ourselves remember them as
being well known in the South-east of England
more than 60 years ago. A writer in Hoard speaks
of lucerne, or alfalfa (the word should be written
alfalfa, i. e., the clover), as being of great value Io
the farmer as a soiling food, but he recommends
its being sown, on prairie.soils, two or three inches
below the surface. If this je done, we doubt if
the plant would ever make its appearance above
ground. It should be treated just like any other
clover : sow it, at the rate of 20 lbs. the imperial
acre, with the spring-grain ; harrow it in with
light harrows ; the chain-harrow if you have one ;
after the grain is harrowed, and finish. the job
with the roller. If to be sown with falI-wheat,
sow the lucerne as soon as the land je dry in the
spring, and cover it with the harrow, which dis-
turbance will do the wheat much good. In Eng-
land, we alwaya harrow wheat in the spring.

Lucerne or afaya.-"Where alfalfa can be grown
the farmers have a soiling food that je simply un-
excelled. It is unfortunate that we yet know so
little about the areas that are capable of sustaining
alfalfa in good form. It je peculiarly unfortunate
that the idea has become current that alfalfa je
only specially adapted to those rainless or nearly
rainlees regions of the west and southwest where
irrigation can be practiEed. And it je even more
unfortunate that men, and good men, have
preached that alfalfa has no mission for the
farmers where good erops can be grown. The
strong f eatures of alfalfa, as compared with clover,
are ite duration and the number of cuttings.
When once established it will last for many years.
And without irrigation it should yield two or
three crops a year. The firet cutting would be
ready before the first of May. (1) Where this crop
grows well the farmer would not need to give
himself much concern about any other soiling
crop. In sowing alfalfa, prepare the ground in
autumn. Arrange, when practicable, to sow on
clean soil, as after a cultivated crop. The sugar
beet crop leaves the ground in the best condition
for alfalfa. On prairie soils put the seed two or
three inches below the surface. Sow from fifteen
to twenty pounds of seed per acre. Sow in the

(1) Here, by the 20th to the 25th of May. ED.
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spring but not too early. If sown with a light
seeding of some other crop, as oats, cut the oats
for hay and while yet immature. If sown alone,
run the mower over the crop at least twice during
the summer to prevent weeds from seeding, and
cut closely to the ground.-Hoard.

lhe fly.-No horn-fly has, as yet, made its
appearance, but it cannot be long before it will be
at its usual work of driving the cattle crazy and
'docking the factories of a large proportion of their
:supplies of milk, particularly in wooded districts
like the one in which we are Epending the summer.
\re lately met with a very good recipe for a dress.
.ing against this beast, in Hoard, it is said to be
-cheaper than the common one, fish-oil, and is
?thus composed: Palverised resin, two parts by
measure; soap-shavinge, 1 part; fish-oil, 1 part;
tar-oil, 1 part ; kerosene, 1 part; water, 3 parts.
Place the resin, soap, half the water and half the
fish-oil in a .pot and boil them till the resin is
dissolved. Then add the rest of the water, follow-
ing with the tar-oil and kerosene mixed. Stir
well and boil for 15 minutes. Apply the mixture
with a large painter's brush (or with a painter'8
large brush. ED. ),.two or three days in succession,at
first; afterwarde, every other day will do.

The. cost of this mixture is about 30 ots. a
gallon, and from * to } of a pint will be found

-enough for one application.

lhe seaon.-Such a change we never saw from
what the appearance of the country was on the
15th May to what it is to-day, June 6th. The
spring, as every one knows, was very backward,
and grass was a long time before it made much
show for hay ; but now, thanks to the gorgeous
rain of the 31st May, there seems a fair prospect
of an average crop. The seeding was late; in-
deed, in many parts there is a great deal of grain
yet to sow, particularly in the heavy lands, up
the Ottawa. (2) Many farmers here have lessened
the number of the cows they have in their herds,
finding that this light land, which needs "a
shower every day, and two on Sunday," is not
to be depended upon for winter-keep, clover
having utterly failed last year, and not being very
promising this season. A good many acres of
tares and oats, for green-fodder, have been put in,

(2) Even on this light land, at Ste-Anne de Bellevue,
the grain was not ail in on the 10thof Jtue. ED.

but not more than half enough seed is used; it is
not as if the crop is intended to ripen its seed : it
is for cutting as soon as the flower begins to show,
and 4 bushels to the acre, 3j to the arpent, are
noue too many. With us, we always grew tares
with a few oats to support them; about 2ý
bushels of tares-vetches-are about enough.

There used to be, in South Wales, an idea that,
on the lias-formation. the roots of couch-grasa
penetrated into the fissured rock, and that this
accounted for the great difficulty there was of ex-
terminating that robber of plant-food. And,
indeed, it would almost seem as if the same thing
might be predicated of the couch-grass here, at
Ste-Anne de Bellevue; for, on land that has been
carefully farmed, with hoed.crops every five
years, the same vile weed persists in poking up
its nose in almost every field, and if the reason
of its luxuriant growth is not that its roots are
embedded in the rock, which is very near the
surface, we do not see how its persistence can be
accounted for.

Corn-stalks.-What curious ideas people have
about the hay-crop 1 At the meeting of the Wood-
bridge Agricultural Society, in May last, Mr.
Peck asserted " that corn was a profitable crop ;
lie censidered that well cured corn-stalks were
equal to the best hay for feeding purposes, and
thought that they would pay for the work of
raising the corn." If Mr. Peck would try to make
a crop of clover into hay after the English fakhion,
i. e., after mowing early, let it lie unstirred till
the upper layer is wilted, then turn it very gently,
and get it into cock, carrying it from the cock
without shaking it out again, he would change
his opinion.

SPRTNG S.ZDING AND PLANTING.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE :

Dear Sir,-Although not much snow in some
sections, the spring on the whole has been rather
later than usual. The sugar season was very
short, hardly half the usual quantity having been
made this year. The weather bas been cool, and
frosts during this month have been pretty general,
in some sections quite severe. The damage done
to the fruit trees has not been very great, and
there should be a fair crop this year, if the tent-
caterpillars can be kept under controL
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And now to my text, the great crop of this
province is oats. I suppoee that nearly one-half
of all the grain grown in this province is oats.
This year will be about as usual.

Wheat.-There is not a great quantity of this
cereal Bown, the price of flour is quits moderate,
in fact, it is very doubtfal if it paya to sow wheat
at its present low price. There is some talk of
the farmers uniting together and making a mono-
ply of the price and put it up to a dollar. There
will have to be a lot of mission work in Russia,
India and elsewhere before wa can hope to ses
such a result. Until there is somewhat of a rise
in the price, the farmers would do better to sow
some other grain, as it always takes the best piece
of land on the whole farm to grow wheat, and
some years only an indifferent crop ut that.

Oats.-As I said previously are the staple crop
and about the nsual quantity is sown again this
year, the early saown is looking very well, whether
there will be any eaten by the wire-worm or grub
it is almost too early to say just now.

Pease.-They did not do well last year as a
rule, not a great quantity sown this year; few
adopt the proper method in order to secure a good
crop, they want to be covered very deep, in fact
the best way is to plough them in with a shallow
furrow. (1)

Barley.-There is a fair amount of this grain
sown, it is usually a fair crop and makes good
feed for the cows or pigs.

Rye.-Only very little, on light sandy soi], fà
sown, alhhough it makes a very good mixture to
sow with oats.

Buckvheat.-The season for buckwheat is too
early, next month will be time enough.

Com.-In the southwestern part of the Province
there is a great quantity of corn grown, mostly
for the silo. The weather has been rather too cold
in many sections to plant corn. Corn wants heat,
heat when planted, heat to make it grow well,
and quite a heat when in the silo.

Potatoes.-There was a great crop of these last
year as I predicted last spring there would be a
great quantity grown last year-as the price was
very high-every one planted more than usual,
this year they are very low in price. I would
now predict that there would not be so many
planted this year as last.

Other root cropa. -There are not so many roots

(1) Quite right. ED.

grown as there should be. A great many farmers
are short of help ; and one cannot raise many roots
without plenty of help.

Hay.-The land in hay has came through the,
winter fairly well-not very much being winter
killed, we had lots of snow felt through the
winter, but mild weather usually followed the big
storms-so that, though the fields did fot have
very much of a covering, on account of the mild
weather they were not much hurt.

Graa.-The same applies to grass or pasture
land that applies to the hay crop. In some sec-
tions, cows are doing fairly well on the grass,
while others are still feeding in the stable.

>huit.- The apple trees are now in blossom
and a fair show, but those who expect much fruit
will have to work to save it from that dreadful
pest the tent-caterpillar. Somae try to poison
them, somae attempt to burn them with coal oil,
others try to shnot them off with a gun, while
others keep killing them by hand as they gather
on the limba and branches. The best time is early
in the morning as they are thon in great olusters
altogether.

Other small fruits have a fair show of blossome
for the season of the year.

Butter and cheeu.-The make 'of butter will be
small the early part of the season as cheese has
been ruling high ; so far the shipments to date of
butter are very small.

Cheese.-The price has been ruling high, and
the shipments are somae 10,000 ahead of last year.
Both butter and cheese did exceedingly well Iast
year,they can hardly be expected to do quite so well
this year. The great drought in England helped
Canada last year. Feed the cows well and I feel
sure you will not regret it before next Chrittmas ;
allow them free access to salt, and plenty of good
pure water, and you will have a gnod deal of
money in due time for your cheese and butter: if
you persevere.

Yours truly,
PETER MACFARLANE.

May 29th, 1900.
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(cONDUcTED BY MRS. JENNER FUST).

KHAEL

At one time, this bid fair te become a perfect
eraze, but owing te its very unbecoming colour,
few people have been found brave enough te wear
it. 1 saw the other day two very fair looking
little boys dressed in it, and very nice indeed they
looked from cap to boots with just the relief of a
iwhite sailor'scollar. Thismade the littlefellowslook
quite the thing with their fair complexions, but
the colour would be too severe for older childiren ;
hence it can never become a great favourite. It
is in reality only fit for the purpose for which it
has served in the present war, namely te keep our
brave soldiers from serving as an easy target for
the enemy.

THE BOLEBO.

As soon as the warm weather really comes, the
Eton Jacket will have to be replaced by itself
without eleeves, for that is just what the bolero is
only very much smaller; it is oftener made in
lace or net and is only worn as a trimming or
finishing to a plain shirt or blouse waist. Black
or cream lace over a white muslin waist caught up
by buttons, or tied by a dainty bit of ribbon at
the bust, where the bolero is often gathered or
cut almost te a point.

It is really only a very pretty bit of finishing,
lor what might otherwise look quite common, for
a plain dress.

The silk petticoat is a thing of the past, and
now very nice and more durable ones are made of
coloured linen or drill. A petticoat should be
carefully made te fit the figure about the hips.
One or two frills at the hem, headed by a crossway
band stitched top and bottom, and if wanted to
be very nice indeed, the frills might be edged with
baby ribbon or lace, or both : this will make a
very dainty under skirt.

SUNSHADES.

Fashion decrees many things, but nothing can
beat the lest one, which is te have a sunshade te
match every dress, and to do this the covers are
made detachable.

It takes a couple of minutes to make the
«exchange.

Some covers are very elaborate and are trimmed
with lace and chiffon, but the more simple are
made in pretty checks ; also with light chiné silk
often covered with flowers and foliage.

Beefsteak Ehould certainly not be chopped or
pounded before it ie cooked. The correct way is
to bave the steak tender, cut thick, and broiled
over a perfectly clear fire. The pounding or ehop-
ping allows the juice to escape, rendering the meat
dry and tough.

For fish balls prepare a pint of cold salt fish,
after it is freehened and boiled, and chop it fine.
Have some fresh-boiled potatoes, maEhed fine, a
cupful of broken butter, and two even teaspoon-
f als of made mustard, with salt to taste. Beat up
an egg light, and mix these last-named ingredirnts,
adding a little cream or sweet milk ; then add the
chopped fish, mixing all thoroughly together.
Make into balls on a floured board, and fry in
boiling lard like dough-nuts. When uniformly
browned, remove from the fat with a skimmer,
drain, put on a hot dikh, and serve. Carefully
prepared, these fish bails are exceedingly appetis-
ing and nutritione.

Russian pancakes are prepared thus :-One and
a half ounces of butter, two ounces of fleur, two
ounces of sugar, two eggs, beat the butter te a
cream ; then add the sugar, then the flour by
degrees. Beat in a separate basin the eggs until
very light ; add the eggs te the other ingredients
quickly, and beat all well together. Grease well
four breakfast saucers, and half fill them with the
mixture. Bake in a quick oven f r 20 minutes.
Place a little marmalade or jam in each, and fold
them together. Very good with sugar only.

BANANAS IN JELLY.

This may be prepared in the same way as the
preceding. Slice the bananas with a silver knife,
and arrange the £lices so that they may overlap
one another in the bottom of the mould. A pretty
effect is obtained by placing the banana seO that it
will almost line with the mould. The fruit may
be cut either in croEs-section or the length of the
banana. If desired, the jelly may be flavoured
with maraschino. If preferred, use one of
Chivers's table jellies instead of making the jelly
yourself.
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SWEET SCRAMBLED EGGS.

These make a dainty pudding for an invalid.
Have ready a slice or two of sponge cake, spread
thinly with raepberry jelly. Prepare the egg as
for savoury eggs, but leave out the pepper and salt.
When the eggs are set, pour over the sponge cake.
Take the pan off the fire always in scrambling eggs
whilst the egg is still liquid. Many people fail in
scrambling eggs by omitting this. The heat of
the saucepan is sufficient to finish the egg, which
muet be etirred the whole time.

Egg cutlet je a delicate dish. Cnt small a bard-
boiled egg ; add a table-spoonful of breadcrumbs,
the same quantity of grated cheese, with a pinch
of curry powder, salt, pepper, and grated nutmeg.
Mix the whole with a yolk of raw egg, and shape
like a mutton cutlet. Dip it in the white of the
gg, then into the breadcrumba, and fry brown;
garnish with fried parsley.

Fislh bien i well with mushrooms. Put a pint
of milk into a stewpau with a piece of butter, a
sprinkling of Ealt, and a little lemon juice ; then
put it in the fieh, and set the stewpan over a
moderate fire, letting thom simmer very gently
till done : then take them up, place them on a
cloth to absorb all the liquor from them, lay them
on a dish, and pour over them a good mushroom
sauce, or add parsley well mincerd and seasoning
to the milk, thicken, pour over the fish.

Cream cakes are made thus :-Half a pound of
butter, three-quarters of a pound of flour, eight
eggg, one pint ai water; warm the water, and stir
the butter into it ; bring it slowly to a boil ; stir
often; when it boils, put in the flour, stirring all
the time ; turn into a deep dish, and allow to
cool; beat the yolks and whites of the eggs
separately, until very light; mix into the cool
paste, beating in the yolks first, and then the
whites : butter a sheet of paper, and drop in large
spoonf ul upon it ; do not let them run or touch
each other ; bake ten minutes.

HEALTH FOR THE PEOPLE.
" HEALTH I THE FIRST WEALTH-"*Emeraon.

BY DR. ANDREW WILSON.

(Wri*ten exclusively for Lloyd's Newpaper.)
In last week's article I discussed with my

readers the causes of the aliments which the hot

weather of summer is apt to bring in its train.
To-day I propose to deal with the aliment of in-
fancy known as i7pfantile diarrhea, a malady
which we saw was responsible for the deaths of'
thousands of children, mostly under one year old,
in all our great centres of population. We noted
that this disease arises for pollution of the milk
by germs, that it is worst in the slums and over-
crowded places, and that while breast-fed children.
practically escape, hand-fed ohildren, as might be
expected, readily fail victime to attack. The
milk tainted by germe which gain access to it
from the foul air of its surroundings. develops
poisonous properties, and it is these "Toxins,"
as they are named in the milk, which are the
cause of the mortality which thus besets infant life
in the hot season of the year. How all important
it must be for every mother to know now to
prevent this disease is a statement that carries
reason on its face.

Let us first endeavóur to note the symptoms of
the disease, those warnings which the wise will
rapidly recognise and interpret, and be thus en-
abled by timely treatment and attention to avert
the usually serions consequences which follow an
attack. The attack may aither be of sudden or of
gradual nature, usually it is sudIen. The child
suffers from diarrhS of a persistent and exhaust..
ing character. It is sick, and throws up ite food.
Its skin is hot, and its temperature rises, showing-
that it is feverish, and the stomach is usually
swollen and distended. That the infant is in
pain, is shown by its drawing its legs up on its
stomach. The matters passed from the bowels
may consist of bile and like subtances in the early
stages of the complaint, but later on the dis.
charges become colourless and of watery nature-.
The vomiting may be very severe when the ail--
ment has become duly established, and the infant
is very soon reduced to a state of colapse which le.
piteous to behold. Its strength is exhausted, it.
lies helpless, with pinched, pale features, the skin
is cold and clammy to the touch and in a fatal
case, the infant perishes from sheer exhaustion.
Recovery, on the other hand, begins to date from
the time when the diarrbœa becomes less persist-
ent, when the vomiting stops, and when the con-
dition of collapse is gradually replaced by one in
which the coldness of the skin isi replaced by
returning warmth.
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Such is a brief description of the disease which
practically massacres the innocentt in all our
great centres of population in the hot weather.
Let ue now attempt to see what can be done by
way of preventing the disease, and also by way of
treating it, so that the mother may aid the efforts
of the doctor in an intelligent fashion. In the
first place I have already shown fully that the
disease owes its origin to pollution of the milk and
that this pollution arises from germ-life. No
doubt whatever existe on this head. Phy-icians
are at one in attributing the origin of the disease
to contamination of the infant's fond, and, as I
have said, this fact is proved by the usual escape
of the breast-fed infant, because the mother's milk
is not liable to the chances of infection which
await the food of the hand-fed child. Therefore,
the counsel to the mother here is that which
applies to the case of ordinary foode. If she ses
ta it that the milk is kept pure and clean, and
free from risks of pollution, her child will escape
attack. The milk muet be kept in a cean, cool
place, and on any indication of souring muet be
at once rejected, although I daresay milk may be
dangerotis without being absolutely soured. Then
I should see that the milk is boiled before use, or
sterilised by means of a steriliser. This will en-
sure the destruction of any germe it may contain
originally, and specially the germe of consump-
tion.

(To be contimued.)

The Garlde and Rrchard.

(CONDUCTED BY Mn. GEO. MoonE).

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO VEGETATION.

TURNIP -' FLY " OR " FLEA."

Phylloireta nemorum.

5

s-

1 Fly inuch magnified. 2, Natural length and expanse of
wvngs. 3, Lege natural eize. 4 Larva much magnified.
5, Larva natural size. 5, Pupa mucli inagnified. 6,
Pupa natural size..

The Turnip Fly or Flea is a small beetle which
tbrives in dry dusty and cloddy soil, and in dry

seasons causes much harm ta turnip plante as
they cannot grow fast enough ta escape his attacks.
Directly the young plants come from the seeds
their leaves are riddled with holes and can make
no further progrems, or if they continue ta grow
are so weakened that th-y-are practically useless.
In condition favourable ta the fly, namely, in dry
weather, they increase with amazing rapidity,
clearing off every particle of growth as fast as it
appears.

The turnip flea is very small, as appears by the
above illustration (Fig 3); but can jump 18 inches
at one leap : 216 times ite own length.

It passes the winter in the flea form under
olode and stones or in tufts of grass, weeds and
rubbieh, by the sides of fields, hedgerows and
ditches. It is sustained through the early spring
time, until the turnips have sprouted, upon wild
plants of the same natural order, such as char-
lock, hedge mustard and wild radish.

It has large, powerful wings expandicg ta about
1 fourth of an inch (Fig 2).

It lays eggs upon the second or rongh leaf oi
the turnip. From the-e eggs tiny yellow larve
(Fig. 4) come in five or six daye and feed upan
the soft tissues thereby much weakening the plants.
In the course of fromn 5 ta 7 days they fa'l ta ihe
ground and change to pupo (Fig. 6 and 7) from
whiVh in enother 12 days the perfect flies coma
and proceed ta attack the turnips. It is said
that as many as six generations may be produced
in a season.

The methode of prevention are the following:
Do not sow on fresh ploughed land, and be sure
that the seed bed is fine and not cloddy. Soil
that is finely powdered does not allow the moisture
ta evaporate so quickly, and it is well to keep the
moisture in it as long as possible, because the files
object ta moisturs and it helps the growth of the
plant. For the same reason rolling the land after
the drill should be adopted as it keeps in the
moisture and levels the earth, enabling the plants
to start a; quickly as possible. Artificial manure
or nitrRte of soda should be drilled in with the
seed,so that it may be close (1) to the plants ta help
thora ta grow quickly away from the attack of the
insecte. Plenty of seed -of the previous years
harvest should be sown. The importance of using
perfectly fresh and pure seed of good germinating
power cannot be insisted upon too strongly.

(1) But not in contact with them. En.
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The destruction of charlock and other weeds
muet be eff&cted because such encourage the fies
by affording them sustenance until the turnips
are ready.

Remedies -Dressings of very fine ashes, or lime
and a mixture of One bushel of lime, Ore bushel
of gas lime, very finely powdered, and 10 lbs of
sulphur mixed well together, then dusted lightly
upon the plants while wet with dew, have frequent-
Jy dont good service.

Coal oil and carbolic acid. in very small quanti-
ties may be sprinkled on the leaves so aq to render
item distasteful to the flies.

Extract of quassia chips mixed with soft soap
and water have been proved to be of service.

Rolling infested plants with a light roller, es-
pecially if the soil is cloddy, disturbs the flies and
presses the f oil around the plants, keeping Il the
moisture.

Pmhing a light wide framework upon wheels
with well tarred boards fastened upon it, so as to
come just over the turnips plants, tas been found
to catch rany hies, which heing diturb-d, jamp
into the tar. The tar require ta be renewed as it
gets day, and the hies which accumulate in
masses must be scraped of.

The expense of preparing and £owing turnips is
too great to allow the crop to be lost by neglectirg
any precautions that can be used te save it.

TH11 CARROT FLY (Psiaa-rosx!.

i --

- it:. i.
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1, Fly magnified. 2, F]y natura ie. 2, Larva natuarai

size. 4, Larva magnified. 5, Pnpa natural size. ri, Papa
inagniîted. 7, Pupa magniied. S, Carrot showing
1ust1 spots.

Carrots aie frequentiy mueh injured by the
larvw of tis fly which bore into and fed upon
their rots, living upon Item and causing them to
beenme brown aind rusty, and finally rotten.

The early carrots pulle& for market are not

injured, as the fiy does not, as a rule, attack that
root until later in the sesason. It has been re-
masked that the fly is more injurions in dry
seasons when the growth of the mots is not so
rapid as when moisture is plentifal and the soil le
closer, which may hinder the ly froin laying eggs,
as the female goes just under the surface to do
s0.

Carrots badly attacked by this insect have deep
cracks in the roots in which the larve are found.
These frequently extend to the centre af the roote
and cause them to rot. The tops become brown,
wither away, and even at the commencement of
the attack, the foliage changes and betrays the
presence of the maggot.

In bad cases, the decay of the rots is hastened
by other insects attracted by their unhealthy con-
dition.

It is stated that the fiy alsEo infects rape and
turnips, ani that the flies can ba found in great
numbers in the early sprirg on the lower branches
of bushes and trees growing in moist situations.

The carrot fly i shiny black in colour and
about oun-fifth of an inch long with a wing ex-
panse of nearly haLf an inch. The wings are
shining and with dark yellow veine.

W'hen the carrota are well established, the files
lsy their eggs upon tbem just below the surface of
the ground. It is believed that the eggs are iaid
on y just below the surf ce aud that the larva
w-hen hatched pase down by instinct to the
lower part of the rot where it is soft and easily
penetrated, they then work their way upward and
make passages with frequent holes to the ont-
aide.

The larva is without legs, looki like old parch-
ment, it hs no distinct head but its fore end comes
to a point on which there are two claw formed
hooks for biting and boring.

The maggot at length leaves the roct, goes into
the earth and there is changed into the pupa. The
changes of this fly are accomplished in about 3 or
4 weeks. Two or more generations are produced
in a summer and the last pupra remain in the
earth or routs during winter, and the fiies come
forth in the early spring.

Mtlods of prevention and mnedies. -W hen it is
noticed that the tops of the ca-rots change colour
and become rusty, the routs should be examined,
and those that are infesied must be forked up so
that no part of them is hift In the gound, and at
once destroyed. This will prevent f urther damage.
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If the flies are seen near or on the carrots they
should be sprinkled with coal oil emuleion, made
as described in former articles. Ashes, sawdust,
sand, or wood ashes well impregnated with coal
oil at the rate of from three to four quarts per
liundred weight, may be put into the drills with
the seeds, or a gallon of spirits of tar to a wheel-
barrow full of sand may be used in like manner.
Pressing the earth firmly about the roots will
prevent the females from laying eggs. Immediate-
ly after sing'ing the plants the earth should be
trodden about them ; or when carrots are grown on
a large scale a roller will answer this purpose.
It is well to scatter sand, or ashes mixed with
carbolic acid, among the plants while they are
being singled.

.The great object is to prevent the files from de-
positing their eggs, hence the use of these, to them,
offensive substances. After the crop is removed,
dig or plough the land deeply ; before, which top-
dress with a little lime.

POPPIES.

It is pleasant to note that these beautiful old
friends are gaining in favour ; it is true that they
possess one objectionable quality, or at least some
of the species, a disgraceful odour if we get too
close them, but there is a richness and a statelineEs
about some, and a fragile delicacy about others,
that eau only by surpassed by the Queen of
flowers. From one species of the germa of the
natural order Papavaracce, to which the poppy
belongs, Papaver somnifera, the valuable but
sometimes injurions drug opium is obtained

by making incisions in the unripe capsules which
conf ain the seeds, and allowing the milky juice
which flows out from them to become thickened
by exposure to the air, The common red or corn-
poppy is one of the most beautiful of weeds; its
scarlet petals are gathered and used to prepare a
syrup, which has a soothing effect if taken as a
medicine, but is more frequently used as a colour-
ing ingredient.

As garden ornaments, the poppies are very
beautiful ; some of the speciea are perennial, as
" Papaver Orientale" Fig A, the flowers of which
are large and majestic, of the deepest, richest
crimson or blood colour and with beautifully
serrated, deep green foliage, and when once plant-
ed will require no further attention but will keep
increasing, and the less disturbed or transplanted
the better.

Fig. B, la Papaver Rheus, the type cf the
annual species which contafn many varieties rang-
irg from brightest scarlet, orange, yellow, white,

self colours, while others are striped, flaked or
spotted pink and white like the carnation and
picotée. When once aown in plot appropriated to
them they will often re-seed themselves and come
up in the same spot year after year. In some
parts of England they are troublesome weeds,
very injurions to the wheat crop and difficult to
eradicate on account of their prolific seeding, but
as ornaments for the mixed flower garden and
shrubbery they are worthy of attention.
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Thef Grazier and 3$reeder.

DISEASES OF THE BREATHING
ORGANS.

In a former article, if I remember rightly, I
pointed out in reference to horses, cattle and
sheep, that affections of the' breathing organs are
very common and also that an ordinary cold may,
under certain circumstances, advance to serious
organic disease of the lungs. The two classes of
animals, pige, and doge, differ very much from
each other in their susceptibility to disorders of
the breathing organs, the first being to only a
slight extent, and the second in a -much higher
degree, liable to such affections.

Swine of the class which would be described as
stores are, perhaps the most healthy animals of
the farm: they lead an equable life, are exempt
from the ordinary causes of acute diseases, and,
excepting certain accidents, as exposure to con-
tagion, or the consumption of deleterious sub-
stances which may be mixed with their food, they
have a fair chance of passing their short lives
without suffering fiom any of the ills to which
other animals on the farm are exposed.

To hear a pig cough is by no mains an ordinary
experience, and the symptom would, as a rule
excite some apprehension as suggesting probability
of .the beginning of swine fever, or, perhaps, the
presence of thread worms in the tubes of the
lungs.

Fat pige, espeoially those which have been kept
in show condition, are often affected with diffioulty
of breathing, much of which may arise froin
defective power in the heart, owing to fatty infil-
tration of the muscular structure of that organ.
The animals are also liable to a species of anthma,
which is distresaingly apparent when they are
compelled te move, and now and then, during a
spasmodic fit of - coughing, the pig ceases to
breathe aliogether. Fatal congestion of the lungs
is a disorder which occasions the loss of a certain-
proportion of show-pigs every year. The animals
suifer from a Eluggish circulation, owing to the
want of exercise, which in their obese condition
they are not inclined, nor, indeed, are able to
take and at the same time they are exposed to
change of temperature and other forma of hardehip
in their frequent travels fiom one show to another.

All the adverse conditions are likely to cause

pulmonary apoplexy, which quickly ends in
death.

Symptoms of congetion of the lungs are rather
passive than active. The pig lies in a half un-
conscious state, breathing by short and quick
movements of the flanks : the surface of the body
is cold and damp, and continues in this state
until the respiration gradually ceases and the pig-
dies withont a struggle, unless the butcher is
called in to anticipate what any practical pig-
feeder would know to be an inevitable consequence
of the attack. Pig are unthankfal Eubjects for
the practice of the medical art, and it is generally
agreed that prompt elaughter is lhe economical
course to be adopted in cases of serious disorder.

Doge, especially house pets, are subject to
diseases of the breathing organs, perhaps in -a
higher degree than any other domesticated animal,
and in addition to ordinary cold, with its several
consequences, they are liable to the specific and
often fatal form known as distemper. A common
cold is caused by the action of the ordinary influ-
ences which determine the development of the
disease in other animals, and the house-dog la
exposed to those influences quite as much as his
owner. Symptoma of cold in the dog are of the
ordinary kind-dicharge from the eyes and nose,
coughing and sneezing are the earliest and most
characteristic signa. Sometimes, especially with
puppies having very',short noses, the breathing
is carried on with a peculiar snuffling noise, and
in these cases, if the examiner should chance te
apply his ear to the aides of the chest, he will
probrbly be surprised to hear what sounds .ke
the mucous râle of bronchitis. It will, however,
be ascertained by careful observation that the
sound really originates in the nasal cavities, and
is only reflected down the trachea and bronchial
tubes.

Besides which there are no signa of fever, which
would be present if the animal were suffering from
acute bronchitis.

As is the case in other animals, a common cold
affecting a dog may go on ta bronchial catarrh :
but the tendency in the dog la toward acute
inflammation, and the extension of disease to the
bronchial tubes is likely to assume the form of acute
bronchitis, with quick pulse, high temperature,
quick and distressed breathing. A violent attack
of this kind causes much excitement, and the
panting respiration is carried on by the dog with
the head elevated, and an ex pression of alarim an d
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anxiety on ths fa3e is ons of the m at markel
signs of the diseage, which is umally attended
with a high percentage of fatal cases. Treatmeat
of catarrh in its varions stages in the dog may be
conducted on the lines of the treatment adopted
in similar forme of disease in man. Firet, it may
be observed, that in the case of dogs vhich are
habitually kept indoors, there ii n' difliulty in
keeping them in a tolerably uniform temperature,
and it is also easy to provide them with appro-
priate food : milk, meatjuice, -raw or coked, and
even more delicate viande are commonly at the
service of the household pet ; and the essential
thing in the treatment of a cold, -good nursing -
is not lacking, so that canine patients have every
chance of gaining ail the benefits of medical treat-
ment, which the mnost sedulous attention can
secure.

At first some laxative or emetic drug may be
given, and for quickness of action and easy
administration an emetic is to be preferred. A
mixture of calomel and tartarised antimony in
equal parts is very usef ul for the pur pose. The
dose, varying from half a grain to four grains,
according to the size and age of patient, may be
placed on a small piece of paper and thrown on
the back of the tongue, while the mouth is held
open by an assistant.

Dover's powder, is a very good general remedy
in catarrhal affections of the dog,and may be given

2 Diseases of the breathing
like any other form of powder, by throwing on
the back of the tongue. Th3 dose is from three
te five grains, and may be repeated two or three
times a day.

When disease of the breathing organs assumes
an acuts form, as it does in bronchitis and in
pneumonia there will net be any material differ-
ence in the treatment. Warm baths are available
for dogs of moderate size, and for larger animais
fomentations by means of flannels wrung out of
water, as hot as the hands can bear it, may well
take the.place of the more severe and painful
counter-irritants, which used te be in fashion.

Acute diseases of the lungs of the dog generally
end fatally; and if possible a veterinary surgeon
should be employed. W. R. GILBERT.

'the gotrt.gard.

(CoNDUcTED BY S. J. ANDREs).

SPZeCIAE Y FATTZD POUL1TRY.

(Cbntinued).
The resultS of fattening.

The great bulk of the poultry marketed in
America te -day is poorly fatted, or net fatted at
all: is, in fact, ''lean" when marketed. As a
consequence it is tough and stringy, is net agree-
able to the palate, and the caterer, after trying
such poultry once or twice, decides that it is poor
stuff to buy, and buys no more of it. Special
fattening will greatly improve the quality of poul-
try put upon the market, and the improvement
in quality will increase the public appreciation,
consequently will inorease the consumption of
poultry and enhance the price. It has done ex-
actly that in other countries, hence it is absolu-
tely certain it will do that in America. In Eng-
gland, according to the report of Mr. Rew, assis-
tant commissioner of agriculture, wh o was dele-
gated te investigate the subject there, the lean
chickens suoh as are bought for fattening,sell from
forty to eighty-seven cents or even $1 a piece te
the fatteners ; it costs about one shilling (24
cents) te fatten a chicken, and the chicken fatted
is worth about double what it'was lean. These
figures are approximate,but are manifestly correct.
It is perfectly obvious that men would not go on

LA FLECIHE DEAD POILTRV.

(Winners of Prix d'Honnenr, Pariî Show, 1893). " Fromi
Poultry Fattening."

buying chickens and fattening them year after
year if there was net a substantial profit in it.
The London, Paris and Brussels marketmen al
bear testimony te the advantage of fattening as
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improving the quality and increasing the deman d.
It is unnecessary to argue this question, because
it is well known that what improves the quality
increases the sallability of an article.

The lean chickens which are bought by the fat-
teners are exactly such chickens as are shipped to
our markets by the carload. They are well fed
and quickly grown, hence are in good condition
as condition is commonly understood, and would
be not at all bad eating when killed and eaten in
that condition ; but the fatting process encloses
each fibre of flesh with a thin coating of fat, which
when roasted penetrates (or permeates) the fibres,
softening and enriching them, and marking the
most delicious and toothsome morsel of it. For
this delicate article of food the public is very
glad to pay a good price, and there is good money
to be made in the fattening business. We give
herewith illustrations made from photographe of
the first prize birds at the Paris show in 1893.
Anyone who will compare ordinary poultry with
those illustrations will get an idea of the differen-
ce in appearance between our poultry as common-
]y marketed and this handsome product.

But the best purpose of poultry fattening will
be served by our adopting the "half fattening "
process, or adopting the process so far as feeding
from the trough is concerned, and then marketing
the product, which vill be a very superior article
of poultry, bringing a fancy price.

There is no doubt whatever but that cramming
or "finishing," the chickens will etill further
improve the product and enhance the price; but
that last step in the process ie one step further
than it would be wise for the Canadian poultry-
man to go - at least at present. The market is
not yet ready for that finished fatted poultry, and
has got to be educated up to it. For the half-

fatted poultry however, there is already a grea'
demand because of the poor condition in which
the bulk of our poultry is marketed, hence half-
fatting, or fatting so much as can be done by thé
birds f eeding themselves f rom the troughs, is the
most desirable step for us to take. Every
chicken so fatted will bring a better price in
the market, and will relieve the market by
so much, because it will not be sold in a less
desirable form. The point will be better under-
stood if we note the remarks of Profesor Robert-

LA BRESSE DEAD POULTrT.

(1st Prize, Paris Show, 1893). From " Poultry
i'attening."

son before the House of Commons in May last. I
would advise our readers to procure a copy of hie
report before the select standing committee on
agriculture and colonization, a report whioh is
well worth reading many times, and note hie sta-
tistical figures.
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